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As a child, being constantly in my mom’s acupuncture practice, I’ve always been interested in the
healthcare industry, and since my roommate is an architectural engineering major, I thought it would
be interesting to delve into this space due to its lack of  attention in the media. I also wanted to find a
way to integrate an ESG component into healthcare and stumbled upon an article that detailed
designing and construction for hospitals, especially in developing countries. With this in mind, I had
the chance to look a lot deeper into specifically the design consulting process and how companies in
this space effectively balance the financial side with the social and environmental challenges naturally
found in this field.

In the article, one of  the most interesting things that caught my attention was the expansion of  the
commonly used term ESG to include a fourth letter labeled systems sustainability. What this entails
are multiple levels of  sustainability that work in combination with each other to comprise an
effective system.  The overall goal of  systems sustainability is to improve building performance and
in turn health outcomes, care delivery, and efficiency of  operating systems. As a whole the
framework’s purpose is to not only improve patient health outcomes, but also facilities that
simultaneously aspire to enhance the natural environment, to foster healthy communities with
equitable access to care, and to support the economy. Some of  the major components of  this branch
applicable to the healthcare space include the frame of  patients, care providers and staff, and the
organization & its operations as a whole. For example, by improving building standards and
efficiency, job performance and satisfaction increase, thus strengthening staff  retention.

This industry interests me for two main reasons. First, sustainability in building design is something
that will become increasingly important and popular due to the growth of  personalized experiences,
especially among fast growing cities and countries. With this in mind, I think it’s important to
understand the process dynamics and reasonings behind some of  the standards and procedures that
must be followed. Secondly, I think the implications in the healthcare space are probably the most
prominent of  any industry, as patients and the working staff  can be highly affected by the building
design. This is important especially since patients are spending long periods of  time in the same
room and the more that can be done to better the mood the more effective treatments can
potentially be.

The COVID-19 Impact

With Covid-19 exposing the lack of  adequate healthcare infrastructure, a new systems initiative
following the pandemic could pave the way for hospitals to explore options for easily converting
emergency department and inpatient rooms from private to semi-private during an emergency.
Similarly, hospitals are likely to consider creative ways to design and build spaces such as parking
structures, lobbies, conference rooms, and classrooms that could easily transform into additional
triage and treatment areas at a moment’s notice.

Furthermore, stories of  ICUs overwhelmed with COVID-19 patients underscore the need to ensure
adequate numbers of  critical care beds. Even before the Coronavirus, hospitals were exploring
options to increase the number of  beds suitable for treating the sickest patients. One solution for
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doing so is an acuity adaptable room. These rooms can “flex up” from a standard medical-surgical
room all the way to an ICU room, singlehandedly meeting the entire range of  a patient’s needs
during their stay. Options to design and build for higher acuity and flexibility in ways like this are
also likely to grow.

While the emergency department and patient rooms are obvious places needing adequate surge
capacity, COVID-19 has also highlighted the domino effect of  crises on other areas in hospitals. This
means facilities must also assess ways to dramatically increase capacity in areas like pharmacy, lab,
and imaging. Even temporary surge requirements for storing and sterilizing large volumes of
supplies, such as personal protective equipment, may become more prevalent.

The Coronavirus pandemic will also draw more attention to other infrastructure needs such as
power and oxygen supply and access, which are necessary to support significant increases in
treatment involving respiratory support like mechanical ventilation. Similarly, HVAC capability is also
likely to be assessed, especially given the pandemic’s sudden impact on demand for negative pressure
and isolation rooms. Being able to easily monitor and optimize air quality will continue to be critical
for patients’ and healthcare professionals’ safety.

While allowing for increased space and supplies is important, everything must be planned in the
context of  surge staffing plans and workflows. COVID-19 has reiterated how a crisis increases
demand and exacerbates staffing shortages. Consequently, facility preparedness plans must also allow
for the most streamlined, efficient workflows for caregivers through proximity and easy access.

Without a doubt, telehealth will also play an increasingly important role across the entire healthcare
industry. While its use has been growing in outpatient settings for several years, increased utilization
due to COVID-19 has been dramatic. Furthermore, hospitals are demonstrating its value more
broadly in the acute care setting as well. Whether it is being used by intensivists to care for more
patients in the ICU, or as a tool for remote monitoring and virtual follow-up visits after a patient is
discharged, additional infrastructure to support increased telehealth in hospitals is a trend that is
likely to continue.

COVID-19’s long-term impacts are still unfolding, but one thing is certain: Healthcare, and
consequently, healthcare design and construction, will be forever changed in ways and at speeds that
likely wouldn’t have been possible otherwise.

Brief  Background

Healthcare architecture refers to the architecture that is utilized for the designing of  hospital facilities
engaged in medical activities. The construction of  hospitals is especially critical for the maintenance
of  public health as they contain all components needed for the diagnosis, treatment, and
management of  a variety of  medical diseases and disorders.

The global healthcare architecture market size was valued at USD 5,954.3 Million in 2017 and is
projected to reach USD 8,210.5 Million by 2025, exhibiting a CAGR of  4.1% in the forecast period
2018-2025.

The growth of  this market is primarily driven by the increasing rate of  hospitalizations which can be
attributed to increasing diagnosis of  acute and chronic diseases, increasing the demand for



preventative medical care. Beyond this new trend, some other contributing factors include the
increasing rates of  medical tourism in some regions and significant funds allocated by the federal
government to the hospital sector of  emerging economies.

Top players in the healthcare architecture market include HDR, HKS, and Perkins&Will.
Additionally, market trends include the use of  visualization aids for planning and designing hospitals
and the emergence of  smart hospitals.

Differentiation Within The Industry

In this industry, one of  the firms’ most important differentiating factors is human capital. This is
largely because the space revolves around projects, and usually the only most credible and highest
bidders of  certain projects are undertaken. Thus, there is a huge spending in talent retention and
focus on relationship building. Beyond these factors, existing projects and geographic proximity are
factors that should be considered, especially if  the given work site is located abroad.

Growth Potential

There are two ways a company in this industry can grow: organically and inorganically. As for the
organic side, many companies try to leverage their relationships, geographic locations, or use their
pre-existing credibility to earn new projects. As for inorganic growth, many companies attempt to
acquire other smaller companies or hire key personnel that bring in clients for them. If  needed, they
also can find other sources of  funding to increase their budget and ultimately expand their outreach
and project capacity.

Where Does Impact Tie In?

The importance of  impact is a transitioning topic in this industry. Many customers of  these
businesses are attempting to pivot into more sustainable measures and projects, which presents an
immense market opportunity. Consequently, companies in this space need to innovate their designs
and take advantage of  the natural landscape and climate to construct their buildings most effectively.
Going off  the ESG and systems sustainability measures, the social impact factor is easily the most
important, closely followed by the environmental aspect. The healthcare industry is largely focused
on finding even the most subtle ways to treat patients; building design and environment can
significantly contribute to a patient’s recovery, in addition to improving staff  satisfaction and
productivity. At the same time, however, this industry is driven by optimizing financials and
generating the most profit, and adopting environmentally sustainable methods has proven to be one
of  the most effective financial decisions and will continue to be in the future.


